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O» Several distortion theorems huve
been derived, in various ways, for func-
tions regular and schlicht in a circle.
In the present Note we shall attempt
certain estimations about their spheri-
cal derivative. The aim is to obtain
astixaates of spherical derivative, de-
pending only on τ* -\7.\ . for family
of functions regular, schiicht in the
u:.d.t circle \z\ < i and normalized
at the origin. The results which will
be obtained in the following lines are
only partially precise. In fact, al-
though the best possible bounds together
with extremal functions can be found
for points & comparatively near the
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v iΓ.lg'ijT, the precise bounds for
!.nfc points are yet unknown. But it will
be noteworthy to remark that the precise
bounds are not analytic in the whole
range of z „

On the other hand, the concept of
ίipharieal derivative is really rather
'α oίVil for meromorphic functions than
merely for regular functions. But, in
comparison with rich results in the
cneory of schlicht functions regular
ui a circle, those referring to ochlicht
functions meromorphic in a circle are
s t.1.12 poor

β
 Making use of invariant

character of spherical derivative with
r^f pect to any rotation of Riemann
spnsve, distortion inequalities will be
derived for spherical derivative of
certain schlicht functions meromorphic
in a circle.

I, The spherical derivative of an
analytic function wcδ) is defined

u.n _ —
r

if 2. is a pole oi the first oϊ der

vith residue t or of higher order, we
put D>r «* i/jti or τ>v« o ,
re specti vely.

Consider first the family of func-
tions \v(*>} regular and schlicht
In \z\'Cί and normalized at tbo ori-
gin such as

"We shall attempt to estimate the sphe-
rical derivative of such functions from
ootn .sides. Now. as is well-known, the
>ιXΪ< s •;.: ca3 distortion theorems

the equality sign of left and right
side is, in each case, realized only
by Koebe's extremal function

(ί.Γ) V

and, In fact, merely at £ « lUl
and z-*-l[z\ , respectively.

Denoting now, for brevity, by

the positive root of the quadratic
equation t~ t

1
 « t

 4
 we get.

with regard to both bounds contained
in Kpebe-Bieberbaeh»s distortion theorem
(1.3), the relations

Λ.-r;
1

O
< t
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Hence, if T s | z l < τ * , we have

Combining both relations (1.4) and
(1.9), we obtain for spherical deriva-
tive which may be written in the form

the following estimations

The extremal functions for this
distortion inequality must, as readily
seen from the above argument, be of
the form (l 5) For such a function
the actual calculation shows that

UJ1

due to Kαβbe-Biebβrbach and to H«
Nβvanlittna respectively, hold βood for
Aϊiy functioΛβ of the faai,ly, M
i'or aτ\y •/.,. with o < ΐ m \z\

and hence the left and -ight bound in
11*10) is indeed attained at 2,- r?
and z ~~ΊΪ

 f
 and only at these

points, reβpdotivβly.

We note here, in passing, that the
satae la valid Γor distortion Inequality



which is equivalent to (1.9)

We have seen that the estimation
(1.10) (and also (1.12)) is valid for

•tΞs |2| ̂ .τ* and is the best
possible one so far as it depends only
on T . ϊfext, if % lies in the
remaining range t ^ t s i z K i , a
similar argument, by using (1,8) in-
stead of (1.7), shows that in this case
the inequality (1*9) must be replaced
W

f ι * t )

On the other hand, a linear trans-
formation corresponding to any rotation
of Σs is represented in the form

case
being a parametric point| but in
yfp - oά (2.2) has to be replaced

ί

T
Let now vcz-i be a function re-

gular and schlicht in \Z|<L and
normalised at the origin such as in
(1.2)* There corresponds then, by the
transformation (2.2), a function

Combining the last relation with
(1.4), we have a distortion inequality

similar to (l lO). But the last esti-
mation is not the most precise one.
In fact, the only extremal functions
for Nevanlinna's distortion theorem
(1.4) are of the form (1.5) for which
the equality sign of left and right side
appears only at z~it and Λ--tι «
respectively* On the other hand, al-
though the only extremal functions for
the distortion inequality

equivalent to fl.13) are also of the
same for«i (l.B), the equality sign of
left a»d right side holds here only
at z~~ tϊ and z»«*ΐ ,
respectively. Hence the estimation
(1.14K obtained by combining both in-
equalities for which in spite of the
community of extremal functions the ar~
gumβnte of the extremal points are dif-
ferent, cannot be the most precise one*

Well, the existence of the best pos-
sible bounds for D wun depending
only on τ and realized by functions
of the family, also for the range
TtervifcWL , is evident from the fact

that the family of functions in ques-
tion is a normal one. The determina-
tion of these exact bounds is left open
for future considerations. It is, how-
ever, at Άny' rate interesting that the
precise bounds are given by very β&nple
rational functions of t for t^.t

κ

but not analytic in t for the whole
range

Z, We consider next the Riamann
sphere Γ, vith diameter unity touching
th complex v -plane at its origin,
and denote by $ ĉ ./̂ ') the spheri*
C&l distance botwaen the points eorre *

diίatt to v, and •** by βtβroogra*
promotion* The line element on
U given by the expression

also schlicht in lz!< t . If the
point J/V

#
 does not belong to

the range-domain of wu.) , then
the transformed function (S.4) is also
regular throughout in u»< * - *•
Buti if on the contrary the point y%
fctβlongs to the range-domain of vr^

v
 ,

th function (2.4) possesses a pole of
the first order at the Ά* -point
$ (ϊ*-l*i)of vtk) with residue
equal to

As iβ well-known, the line element
(2 l) remains invariant for any rota-
tion (S S) of £ , that iβ

Hence, all the estimations obtained
with respect to the spherical deriva-
tive of irt*) remain valid also for
sohlicht functions m*> which
are represented in the form (2.4).

In particular, the precise estima-
tion of the spherical distance

"ΠTwΓ*
may be obtained for any % with

t« 1st l & t*" •* (.{?- i )/z , Γ denoting
here the circular arc from y u ) to

^la) which corresponds to a minor
arc of great circle on Z * In fact,
integrating along the curve f on the
I -plane which corresponds to f

 f
 we

have, by (1.10),

OίΛ) 5 N ' ι •*"•»• Art';

On the other hand, denoting by Γ the
curve on the W -plane corresponding
to the radial segment from o to Jδ ,
we have, again by (1.10),



(3

Hence, we conclude finally that

(2. ? ) —
 t

The only extremal functions for the lasc
estimation are those obtained from (1*5)
by linear transformations of the form
(2.2) (or (2.5)).

More generally, with regard to the
spherical distance between two points

with * V U llrT* , ve get

o ΓίΓ"
The extremal cases can be discussed
similarly as above.

We may notice here that the distor-
tion inequality for "DWCΌ is no-
thing but the one obtained from (2.9) by
putting a.τg z

x
 - vrg z

z
 , dividing

each member by |t
1
-χ

ι
\ =» t^--^ and

then letting ẑ  c,-ι.a.) both tend to
2, . In fact, we have then

and hence the relation (2 9) yields,
by this limiting process,

^. Ve have hitherto considered
quite generally the whole family of
schlicht functions normalized in re-
spective ways. But, if we restrict our-
aelves to particular <mb-faίαilies. then
the results will be correspondingly
ameliorated. For instance, if we con-
sider the family consisting of fnietione
Vhich are regular aix* echlloht in ISM -. i ,
ϊiϋruializβd at the origin sucli as in
(1.2) and moreover map \7.\< i onto
convex domains, then tho distortion
theorems (1.3), (1.4) ar« iir.proved in
•l ne followliig manners

If we now put, instead of (1.6),

(3.3) t*
t
- ̂  - 0.70 T .- ,

we get, corresponding to (1.7),

and hence obtain, in place of (1.12),

(3.Γ) - ^ 7 ^ 3 1 - ĵvri
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Combining (5.2) vith (3.5), the estiiaa-
tion corresponding to (l.io) is, in our
case of functions possessing convex ima-
ges, obtained in the form

The only extremal functions are of the
form

(3. 7 )

for which we have

" (i ̂ E z ^

and hence

(3.5) ΐ w

Tliou^h we may further assort, for
remaining range of z. , the validity
of distortion inequality

this is not the most precise one as 3s
shown by the similar argument as above.
The determination of the exact bounds
are here also left open.

The relation which corresponds to
(2.8) becomes, in our present case,

tl)

More generally, corresponding to (2.9),
we now obtain

(3.it)

•• 4 9 -



Each bound in (3.10) and also .In (3.11) (•*) Received June 24, 1950.
is the best possible one.
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